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This is the second installment of a totally
awesome NG1 Trilogy that the first
installment is bound to make you hungry
for! The first installment NG1 It is Gray on
Purpose was good, but this second
installment NG1 I am Reliable is even
better with the third installment the best of
them all! See for yourself in this book the
continuing development of all the
interesting characters and the many more
insights designed to help you in your
everyday struggles, to help you conquer
them, and that should be Helpful with a
capital H, which is my sincerest wish for
all! Read what others have said of this
installment of the greatest Trilogy ever
written! Picture yourself hundreds of years
into the future travelling all over our
galaxy with the best views of all the battles
with combatants trying vigorously to end
each others lives! It is like you are right
there hovering over their shoulders as the
troops yell and battle one another,
witnessing them try every secret trick they
know to stay alive! You are right there
almost walking with them as other
interesting characters are on adventures!
Who ever you are with you get to enjoy
their most guarded secrets and thoughts!
Thats what this book and the whole NG1
Trilogy has! So says someone who looks
like Captain Kirk, but is not due to a time
line change created by the red eyed
computer coming back in time. This
Captain Kirk is in some sort of Star Trek
uniform beaming a smile and clutching his
fists that practically shouts, yes, I am
human with emotions. He also seems glad
to have gotten in a better endorsement than
Spock and the red eyed computer adding,
No computer or Vulcan for that matter will
ever match the emotions a human has!
Wait, I am getting something! I predict you
will enjoy this book and the whole NG1
Trilogy and be amazed at how dead on
accurate all the claims about the books are,
like they are the greatest! Its Shawn and
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Gus from psych, but not exactly due to the
time line change, more like how your local
actors would dress up to look like Shawn
and Gus for the time line change affected
them more than the others for some reason
maybe due to them ending up closer to the
red eyed computer and maybe actually
crossing paths with it. This Shawn, though,
was still holding one hand to his head
while shaking his fingers up and down with
the other while giving his predictions.
Shawn is confident in his predictions, one
hundred percent, for everyone who has
read the NG1 Trilogy has said the same
thing. When Gus gives him a look like are
you sure, Shawn goes to a side bar with
Gus and tells him to relax, he has also read
the books and agrees too, plus parts of
them are so funny! Gus then gives Shawn
another look saying like yeah, right, you
read the books and Shawn has to admit his
girlfriend read him the books while they
were laying out on the roof catching some
rays. This Gus tells Shawn he has read the
lease agreement four times and they have
no access to the roof. Shawn replies with
another smile that they do now up the
supply closet to the attic where a solar
panel easily pops out and then back in
again. Oh wow, all kidding aside, they
have describe the essence of this book and
the whole NG1 Trilogy perfectly! Im
feeling the love from some big time
looking like celebrity people for this book
right now. I am also feeling a lot of love
for all the readers to be of this book, and it
shows in all of the books I have written, if
you take the time to read them! Take the
time to open up NG1 I am Reliable and
begin reading and see for yourself the
utmost care for the reader I have, showing
in the great advice and great efforts to help
you that are on par with other writers like
Saints in the church, the really good ones. I
dare say you will find something written
here in this NG1 Trilogy just as moving
and life changing as what those Saints
wrote that puts a smile on your face,
energy to your steps and brings better
living to you for the rest of your life!
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